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What is the abbreviation for California Wildlife Habitat Relationships? What does CWHR stand for? CWHR abbreviation stands for California Wildlife Habitat Relationships. The list of acronyms and abbreviations related to CWHR - California Wildlife Habitat Relationships. The California Wildlife Habitat-Relationships (CWHR) System (Airola 1988; Mayer and Laudenslayer; 1988, Zeiner et al. 1990) contains habitat ratings for each habitat type predicted to be occupied by marten in California. Season. This model is designed to predict the suitability of habitat for martens throughout the year. Model predictions, however, may be more accurate for breeding habitat. Cover types. This model can be used anywhere in California for which an ARC/INFO map of CWHR habitat types exists. Forests cover about 30 percent of the planet's land mass, but humans are cutting them down, clearing these essential habitats on a massive scale. What is deforestation? Find out the causes, effects, and solutions. 3 Minute Read. By Christina Nunez. PUBLISHED February 7, 2019. As the world seeks to slow the pace of climate change, preserve wildlife, and support billions of people, trees inevitably hold a major part of the answer. Yet the mass destruction of trees—deforestation—continues, sacrificing the long-term benefits of standing trees for short-term gain. Forests still cover about 30